Optimization is a classical notion in control theory. It is often required in engineering practice. As a case study, this paper represents an initial contribution to the formalization of the concept of optimization of hybrid systems and also explores its analytic and synthetic techniques. The illustrative case is a fluid double-tank example and the logical notation employed in the formalization is the Duration Calculus.
INTRODUCTION
Optimization plays a central rôle in control theory. There are many optimal control problems, which investigate controlled systems for best performances, such as consuming minimal quantity of fuel in launching a telecommunication satellite, taking minimal time in controlling a robot arm and so on.
Currently, formal approaches to designing hybrid systems are being studied. Duration Calculi [1] , Hybrid Automata [2, 3] , TLA [4] , Phase Transition Systems [5] and Continuous CSP [6] have been established in order to specify and reason about design of real-time hybrid systems. However, the notion of optimization seems not to have been touched in any of those formal approaches yet.
Optimization discusses an optimal design among various possible designs that satisfy basic requirements and therefore defines an order among designs. One design is better than another if the controlled system behavior of the former is superior to the controlled behavior of the latter, in terms of a chosen optimization criterion. The criterion is usually formulated as a function (functional) from system behavior to a measure set. These functions are called goal functions [7, 8] .
Illustrative case
Consider the fluid double-tank shown in Figure 1 taken from Strömberg [9] , where x 1 and x 2 indicate heights of water in Tank 1 and Tank 2 . There are two water outlets in the doubletank, one each in Tank Behavior of the system is determined by the three functions:
t; x 2 t and qt, which obey the dynamic laws of the system. We are only interested in the system behavior where x 1 H and x 2 < H. The following are the laws that define the dynamics of the system in this range. where, for simplicity, we assume that the two tanks have the same section area. Dyn 1 and Dyn 2 define dynamics of the water levels of Tank 1 and Tank 2 respectively. For example, the first line of Dyn 1 lists all the cases when the water level change rate of Tank 1 is equal to the difference between the inlet flow rate and the outlet flow rate. They are: Tank 1 is not empty and not overflowing (0 < The behavior of a larger mean value of the duration is said to be better than one of a smaller mean value. An optimal design is to control the system not only to satisfy the basic requirement, but also to reach the largest mean value of the duration.
In control theory, the theory of maximum principle [7, 8] provides tools for analyzing optimal designs of systems that have only continuous state variables. However a hybrid system contains both event-driven and time-evolving variables. The former variables are step functions which result in some state variables of the latter being piecewise continuous, e.g. in the double-tank system, we have event driven piecewise continuous variables: q and hence Refinement techniques are well known in the field of programming methodology. A refinement order is usually defined in the way that, given a requirement, a design is better than (or a refinement of) another, if both satisfy the requirement, and the former is derived from the latter, and is 'more executable' (less abstract) than the latter. Although refinement order and optimization order use different criteria to measure design properties, the similarity of them is still clear. In this paper, inspired by program refinement, we develop analytic and synthetic techniques for optimization of the double-tank system, and wish that the techniques used in the paper are applicable to optimizations of other hybrid systems.
Duration Calculus is applied in the paper to specify and design an optimal controller for the double-tank example. Duration Calculus is briefly reviewed in Section 2; in Section 3, we explain specifications of the double-tank system; a formal definition of optimization is presented in Section 4; in Sections 5 and 6, the double-tank system is analyzed and an optimal controller for it is synthesized; some discussions are given in Section 7.
DURATION CALCULUS
In this section Duration Calculus is briefly reviewed [1] . Research on Duration Calculus was started by the ProCoS project (Provably Correct Systems-Esprit BRA 3104) in 1989, when the project was developing formal techniques for designing time/safety critical software embedded systems. Six calculi have been published since then. They are the Duration Calculus, the Extended Duration Calculus, the Mean Value Calculus, the Probabilistic Duration Calculus, the Duration Calculus with Liveness and the Duration Calculus with Infinite Intervals.
The Duration Calculus (DC) is a real-time interval logic [10] . It formalizes integrals of Boolean functions over intervals, and is used to specify and reason about timing and logical constraints on discrete states of a system. All the other calculi are extensions of the DC. Extended Duration Calculus (EDC) [11] extends DC with piecewise continuity/ differentiability of functions. It can capture properties of continuous states. This calculus is useful for designing hybrid systems with a mixture of continuous and discrete states. Mean Value Calculus [12] extends DC by replacing integrals of Boolean functions with their mean values, so that it can use -functions to represent instant actions such as communications and events. Mean Value Calculus can be used to refine from state-based requirements via mixed state and event specifications to event-based specifications. Probabilistic Duration Calculus [13] [14] [15] provides designers with a set of rules to reason about and calculate the dependability of a system with respect to its components. Duration Calculus with Liveness [16] introduces two more modalities, so that it can specify unbounded liveness and fairness within the framework of finite intervals. The Duration Calculus with Infinite Intervals [17] introduces infinite intervals into DC and develops a theory of limits of durations, which can be used for specifying liveness and fairness, and also system stabilities.
The Duration Calculi have been used to design a number of examples of hybrid systems [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The Calculi have also been used to define real-time semantics for Occam-like languages [25, 26] , and to specify real-time behavior of schedulers [26, 27] and circuits [28] .
As to mechanical support tool for the Duration Calculi, the decidability and undecidability results of the DC have been published [29, 30] and an automatic model checker for a decidable subclass of the DC has been implemented in Standard ML [31] . Efficient model checking algorithms for Linear Duration Invariants have been discovered [32, 33] . They employ the technique of Linear Programming. A tool for constructing DC specifications and checking DC proof has been implemented by using PVS [34] .
We present below some of the main features of DC and EDC, which are used in the latter sections.
In DC, a system state denotes a logical property of the system. Presence of a state means that the property holds. 
DC also has a small set of additional axioms and rules, which constitute a relatively complete inference system [37] . Pe constitute all intervals, provided empty sequences are regarded as point intervals. In order to express finite state sequences explicitly, we introduce a star operator. 
Definition 7 For a DC formula
EDC is an extension of DC, which can deal with realvalued functions, where point properties of real-valued functions are taken to be states, and lifted to interval properties by a generalized version of the ceiling operator This rule allows us to apply a mathematical theory in reasoning about functions defined in a single interval. In this paper, we always assume mathematical analysis as the based mathematical theory. Concerning functions defined in consecutive intervals, EDC establishes rules, such as
BEHAVIOR AND REQUIREMENT
Hybrid systems can be specified by the Duration Calculi. In this section, we use EDC to specify the double-tank system. A specification of the basic requirement of the doubletank example can be formulated in EDC as 
That is, Tank 2 is at its lower margin h 1 , and the system is pouring water into Tank 2 at its maximum rate (i.e. q M and
, when the system is initiated. Finite or infinite sequences of the states of a hybrid system can be considered abstractions of the behavior of the system, where a state transition models an event (see Section 6) . For the double-tank system, we define the following system states, called phases.
1:
Maintaining Phase We now investigate properties of state sequences of the system that satisfy the dynamic laws (Dyn), and also the basic requirement (Req). In the following theorems, we assume Dyn and Req.
Proof We only give proof for the first implication Some of the real-time properties of the phases will be used later. They are listed in Theorem 3.6, which can be directly derived from Theorem 3.3 by MT. [17] 
In the definition above, we actually assume that x 2 is a linear function in each phase.
In general, a formula C defines an irtss, if any T
0;
C^` T is an frtss, and for any (T 1 T 2 0), (C^` T 2 ) is a prefix of (C^` T 1 ).
Hence we can use the set of frtss of a hybrid system to characterize the behavior of the system: a finite behavior can be represented by a member of the set, and an infinite behavior can be represented by its subset. However, not all real-time state sequences satisfy dynamic laws and requirements of a system, and therefore represent controlled behavior of a system. For example, when t 
BjB-is-a-frtss& B-is-consistent-with Dyn^Req^Initg:
where B therefore includes all finite behavior that satisfy the dynamic laws (including the initial conditions) and the requirement of the system, and characterizes the controlled behavior of the system.
OPTIMIZATION
Given a hybrid system, let D denote its dynamic laws, R denote its basic requirement, and g be the goal function of its optimization requirement, where D and R are EDC formulas, and g is an EDC term. Let
BjB-is-a-frtss & B-is-consistent-with
D^Rg:
H characterizes the controlled behavior of the system. B will be used to stand for controlled finite behavior (2 H ), and C for a controlled infinite behavior ( H ). In this paper, we are not concerned with the existence problem of goal values, and assume that 
Def
: By Theorem 4.3, optimization of an infinite behavior can be reduced to optimizations of its finite prefixes.
OPTIMAL ANALYSES OF A DOUBLE-TANK SYSTEM
In this section, we will analyze and discover optimal infinite behavior of the double-tank system by establishing several local and global optimization rules. We first generalize the congruent optimization order for sets of behavior. Let Although the proof of the lemma is very obvious, but the lemma tells us how to locally optimize a controlled behavior of the double-tank system: either decrease its interval length and maintain its m duration, or increase its m duration and maintain its interval length at the same time. The following four theorems present local optimization rules, which determine congruent optimal orders between sets of frtsss. They can be proved in a similar way. We here give a proof for Theorem 5.1, and informal arguments for the others.
Let 
The proof is completed. A proof of the theorem can be derived from the Lemma, since the two sides define same interval length- With these four local optimization rules, we understand that, in order to obtain an optimal design, we should pour water to Tank 
The proof is completed. 
So, by arithmetic, we can calculate 
;
by arithmetical calculation again, we can prove
B2 n
Thus the proof is completed. Theorem 5.6 concludes that B 2 (i.e. C 2) represents the optimal (infinite) behavior of the double-tank system. The optimal value of the goal function can be calculated. ; q 2 , and M ) under which the optimal behavior (B 2) exists. This feasibility condition will be introduced in Section 6, when we develop optimal control laws, guided by the optimal behavior B 2.
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A DOUBLE-TANK SYSTEM
It has been concluded in Section 5 that B 2 is the optimal infinite behavior, and the next step is to design control laws to implement B 2. That is to determine the inlet flow rate q, such that the system will behave like DM can be formulated in the Duration Calculi [12] . Therefore the correctness of the design can also be verified by proving the following theorem in the Duration Calculi, if requested:
where Dm stands for the DC formulation of the decision maker DM.
DISCUSSION
1. Optimization appears a challenge to formal methods of hybrid system design. This paper takes the challenge by analyzing and synthesizing an optimal design for a double-tank system. 2. The paper establishes local and global optimization rules according to a given optimization goal, and then applies such rules to the set of system behavior until reaching a fixed point, which includes behavior with optimal goal values. The optimization rules employs ideas from programming refinement by establishing optimization order among system behavior. The approach works well for the double-tank case. 3. DC is used in the paper to specify and reason about system behavior and system optimization. Since DC is an interval logic and includes notion of integral of states, it can directly translate mathematical descriptions of system behavior into formal formulas and can also formulate various goal functions, such as the mean value of the duration of m in the double-tank case. 4. Another possible approach to designing optimal hybrid systems could be considered. That is to reduce an optimization requirement to a sequence of conventional requirements (basic requirements, as called in the paper). Setting a value v for a goal function g and extending basic requirements with g v, we can formulate a conventional design problem of hybrid system. If we succeed in developing such a design, we reach an approximate optimization, and then can approve the approximation by estimating another bigger goal value. Otherwise we can discover contradictions among the extended requirements and the dynamic laws of the system, and must estimate another smaller goal value. This procedure seems convergent, if an optimal solution exists. We may investigate this approach in the near future.
